
The 
Danger of
Storing Card Data
Since 2011, SecurityMetrics has examined data from thousands
of scans conducted on business networks. The scans were search-
ing for unencrypted payment card data using a credit card data 
discovery tool called SecurityMetrics PANscan®. This infographic 
examines scans from 2014 and compares them to years past.

Since 2011, SecurityMet-

rics PANscan® has discov-

ered over 1.2 billion un-

encrypted primary ac-

count numbers (PAN) on 

business networks. PAN is 

the 16-digit sequence on 

the front of credit cards.

Over

a billion
credit cards

Fortunately, compared to 

years past, storage has de-

creased, which suggests 

companies are becoming 

more aware and taking 

precautions. However, it is 

still a clear violation of the 

Payment Card Industry 

Data Security Standard 

(PCI DSS) to store any un-

encrypted card data. 
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After locating stored credit cards, merchants 

often try deleting this data by emptying their 

computer’s trash icon or sending files to the 

recycle bin. Unfortunately, attackers can still 

find “deleted” credit card files. To actually 

delete, you need to erase the file from your 

disk drive. There are software programs 

created specifically for this purpose.

Don’t just delete data, erase it

x

Protect your 
customers’ data, 
download a free 
trial of PANscan®

http://info.securitymetrics.com/panscan-lite-trial

Questions about PANscan?

compliance@securitymetrics.com  |  801.705.5665
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2014 data revealed

61%
store PAN data

7% 
store track data
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204,332 GB
scanned

You may not realize you store card data. 
Most common places credit card data hides:

• Error logs

• Accounting departments

• Sales departments

• Marketing departments

• Customer service departments

• Administrative departments

How to secure card data

Limit your storage 
of card data. Only 
do it when abso-
lutely necessary.

Limit Storage

Securely remove or 
encrypt discovered 
card data.

Remove Data

In addition to reg-
ularly scheduled 
scans, run software 
after any changes 
to your payment 
processes.

Schedule Scans

Regardless of en-
cryption, track data 
should never be 
stored.

Remember

Once storage 
sources are 
discovered, 
patch the leak. 

Patch Leaks

Run card data discov-
ery software on your 
computer networks 
and servers frequently 
to expose unencrypt-
ed card data and iden-
tify storage sources. 

Run Software 

(data inside magnetic stripe)


